Exterior finish as specified

NUDURA 8" (203mm) standard form unit

Lintel reinforcement as per code or as specified

Wood, vinyl, steel, etc. buck material fastened to concrete w/embedded spiral nails, bolts, screws in staggered pattern, or as per manufacturer's specifications

Aluminum drip cap flashing installed below finish for full width of frame as per code or as specified

Air barrier/drainage flashings (see note A)

Sill pan (optional)

2x2" (38x38mm) rough nailer

Opening reinforcement as per code or as specified

1/2" (13mm) gypsum board

Horiz/vert reinforcement as per code or as specified

Vapor barrier lapped & sealed to window frame

1 1/2" (38mm) min. cover

Gypsum board return

Sill extension

Concrete flush to bottom of jamb

2x4" (38x89mm) blocking to permit concrete placement

Vapor barrier lapped & sealed to window frame

1/2" (13mm) gypsum board

Note A: Air barrier/drainage flashings to be installed around complete opening perimeter as per section 9.1 of the Nudura installation manual or as detailed by local applicable codes (code governs)

Note: For EIF finishes, make bucks & detailing similar to non-combustible construction, window details, non brick finish (Detail No. E6D05)